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Pre-Arrival  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 

DNA Request Letter - import issue 
 
Resolved issue where when the AOR in the DNA file is not in 
IRIS, IRIS was defaulting to the first available AOR and 
erroneously attaching the DNA Letter to that case. 

Bug 211294 

AOR Amended Date 
 
The affiliate can now remove the AOR Amended Date when it 
was erroneously entered. 

Enhancement 211737 

Add validation to Arrival and Enrollment Age 
 
Add a validation to handle and display Arrival’s age in negative 
when DOB > Arrival’s date.  
The same rule applies to Enrollment age on the MG screen 
when the member age > MG enrollment date. 

Bug 211753 

Placed Cases Email Notification 
 
The Placed Cases Email Notifications will no longer be sent out 
for those cases whose Case Active Status is “Inactive.”  The 
email notification already excludes cases that are closed. 

Enhancement 212910 

eABN/eDOM - Departure Notification anomaly 
 
Modified the eABN/eDOM import to add a warning when there 
is no Flight  previously added and no Individuals were found by 
PRC’s Individual ID when Departure Notification data is 
imported.  This was being done when ABN and DOM data were 
loaded, but it wasn’t being done when Departure Notifications 
were being imported. 

Bug 211881 

 
 

Post-Arrival  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 

Updates to Quarterly Consultation Form 
 
Added new data fields to “Required Participants Attendance” 
section as per PRMs requirement. The intent is to capture 
percentage of affiliates met with absent stakeholders at another 
time during the quarter. 

Enhancement 212963 

Updates to 90th day Suitability Report 
 
A new data field value is required if “Number of Minor’s Visits to 
Affiliate Office” = 0 on Section I.  

Enhancement 212962 

 

  



 

Matching Grant  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 

MG logic change for 120th day tab 
 
The MG 120th day tab should only be available to the affiliate 
when the case reaches 120th day based on either 
arrival/enrollment date. 

Bug 212623 

MG Updates: 120/180th Enrollment Date 
 
The logic to calculate 120/180th based on enrollment date has 
been updated throughout the matching grant module to rectify 
issues related to displays and date miscalculation. 
 
Note: MG pages, reports and views will either use arrival or 
enrolled date for calculation of 120/180th day. 

Bug 212960 

 

 

Reports  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 

New Custom Report Data Sources 
 
Added data sources for current version of minor reports. 
Records from previous versions of minor report are not present. 
 
IRIS_MINORREPORT_PREARRIVAL 
IRIS_MINORREPORT_POSTARRIVAL 
IRIS_MINORREPORT_90DAYFOLLOWUP 

Enhancement 211081 

 
 

Administration  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 

New Form Template Field Code 
 
Field code <60th_Day> was added. Value is 60 days from date 
of arrival 

Enhancement 211080 

Bug Form Template Field Code 
 
Fixed a bug caused by a hidden <new line> character in an 
Excel form. 

Bug 213152 

 


